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About This Game

Spinning Around

Are you up for the challenge? Spinning around is an arcade game that will test your reflexes in the simplest form.
Guide your spaceship through the gates,be fast!

Spinning around is a fast arcade game that challenge the player's agility and reflexes!

The objective of Spinning around is to survive as long as possible and score as many points by going through the gates and
matching the same color of your spaceship!

Move clockwise or anti-clockwise around the incoming spinning gates and pass them only on part where the color match yours!
If not, you'll crash instantly!
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FEATURES :

*Steam Leaderboard

*Steam Achievements

*Easy to pick up, hard to put down

*Intuitive play

*HD Graphics

*Banging music

Challenging and addictive game, you will always comeback to try to beat the
highscore!
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Paranoia ist die richtige Umschreibung für dieses Spiel. Durch das ausgezeichnete Lighting, vielfältige Geräusche und
realistische Umgebung wird man wortwörtlich an dieses Spiel gefesselt. Besonders finde ich die Interaktion mit den vielen
Objekten eine coole Feature. Ebenso ist die Ungewissheit was einen im nächsten Raum erwarten könnte ein perfekter
Adrenalinkick, da der Spieler selbst durch die Räume navigieren muss. Die Länge war total in Ordnung und cool dass es zwei
verschiedene Endings gibt. Fazit: Eine sehr aufregende und geile VR Experience! Freue mich auf weitere Kapitel.. The game is
fun and has some cool mechanics but it's only two levels at the moment. Definitely would not pay $20 for it in its current state,
wait for a sale. Worth it for under $5.. This game is trash I thought there was going to be real horror. Only reason I would see
buying this set of episodes is for getting rare materials and military funds faster. The missions aren't too hard but in the end they
pay off. Misson 1 can give you materials you normally get from body eliminations for rewards when completeing the mission.
Mission 2 has a base reward fund of 50k on normal attack and a base reward fund of 100k on True attack. Mission 3 pretty
much has all the strong titans including the colossal titan.. Especially not played only for +1. The strategy is very shallow, the AI
is laughably bad, and you will get incredibly tired of hearing "saving game please wait." But as an unsung classic of the strategy
genre and one of my favorite games in youth. This game is always fun for a quick little afternoon of conquering a country or
two, when you just want to sit back and enjoy the conquest.. game play is good story ok gets way to hard 1/2 way if you dont
like hard as balls games use cheats
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Its♥♥♥♥♥♥ Admins are bad. The immersion doesn't kick in. Even free, this simply isn't worth it. However, the basic idea of
using VR to make a human connection to people and groups we only see described in dry news feeds is the kind of unsexplored
posibilities that makes me get exited about VR. Also, this VR experience annoyed a lot of racist nutters! For this reasons, I
clicked the thumbs up - this is the kind of stuff that gives me hope for our future. But don't download - instead, imagine what
this could have been.
. enemy too strong 2 hours no card drop waste time & money. Arcade bullet hell shooter.
Doesn't offer anything. Lots of same kind of games around that are better made and have much more content. Save your chips.

Pros:
- Couldn't find any.

Cons:
- Short and boring.
- Lack of content.
- Graphics are bad.. Spent 20 minutes on the game. It was not worth the $.99. Don't get it, i would rather watch a letsplay of this
with bad cometary than play it again.. To Arcade for me. Rose in the Twilitght is a 2D puzzle solving game. It has collectible
items that shows bits and pieces of lore of the story that I thoroughly loved. The game's music is dreamy and immersive to the
game itself. The game itself is somewhat simple and short, but it's still enjoyable.. shrug. It's ok. music and graphics are nice
but...  hard to recommend a game where being VR torchered is the highlight of it.
. The game play is good, but has too many bugs , sometimes the game freeze after defeat the monsters, has some wrong text
description (Zulfiqar skills desc. show as windchester, etc) hope to fix those bugs
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